
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of chief
steward. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the
list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for chief steward

To ensure rosters are posted and timesheets submitted on time
To be responsible for all utility people during daily operations of their duties
To ensure that any supplies of china, glassware, and silver etc are transported
daily to operational areas
To ensure that all floors, surfaces, access points are kept free from rubbish,
water and other obstacles etc, in order to prevent potential accidents
To arrange casual staff when necessary and to ensure they are supervised as
required
To set up and supervise special cleaning projects
To control and inventoried store all dishwashing, cleaning paper supplies,
china, silver, glass in any store areas required
Report to maintenance all equipment malfunctions, or maintenance faults,
using work orders and up date department heads as needed
To carry out weekly inspection of all areas in conjunction with the Executive
chef to take corrective action resulting thereof
To roster staff and adjust schedule according to business requirements>

Qualifications for chief steward

Minimum of 3 years experience in the culinary field with at least 1 year
experience in a similar capacity in an International Class Hotel]
Ability to complete stock-takes and documentation accurately
This position is only open to Fijian Nationals due to work visa restrictions
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ensure proper data quality and usage of the data
Drive the programs to deliver the roadmap for the Global Reference data
domain
Management of the roll out of a global, business-wide data governance
framework for the Global Reference data domain, with a focus on
organization, policies and standards, principles, governance metrics,
processes, related tools and data architecture


